This work presents a model-based algebraic approach to robust parameter estimation in uncertain dynamics rotating machinery. The approach evades some mathematical intricacies of the traditional stochastic methods, proposing an affordable Jeffcott-model-based scheme with several easy-to-implement computational advantages for processing a real-world rotor frequency response or orbit. Therefore, it takes out the dynamic parameters from one of the orbit's resonant humps when the multistage rotor orbit shape behaves closely to the Jeffcott-model orbit. This occurs for a valuable array of cases. The approach applies the spatial 2-norm looking forward to the correlation between the analytical Jeffcott-orbit model and the experimental rotor's orbit hump, handling the normalized frequency ratio. Experimental results are also included to face this method with real-world rotating machinery orbits.
INTRODUCTION
Rotating machinery vibration response reflects the combined interaction of dynamic and stationary machine elements, in fact the history of rotodynamics consist in a collection of trade off between theory and practice dealing with the vibration response. There are situations where the experimental data of a case study rotor are unavailable due to some constraints. For instance, the machine running speed cannot be increased to investigate the detrimental effects of a resonant mode due to hazardous conditions. If this is the case, then modelling becomes the most appealing option. Modelling solutions include: Transfer Matrix Methods, Finite Element Analysis (FEA), and affordable analytical approachs. For the first and second cases, there are quite valuable computational plus time-cost penalties.
Alternatively, there is a wide array of the cases where there is a chance to develop rotor vibration field measurements under variable running speed. As an illustrative example, consider the pre-programmed shut downs and re-starts of a refinery unit in spite of the economic impact. If this is the case from a problem solving standpoint, then an investigation needs to be by comparing the predicted machine behaviour based on an affordable analytical model. The experimental measured behaviour then becomes the most appealing option. Thus, it is not surprising that a large amount of research and development has gone to deal with this subject as will be shortly disclosed in the following.
To understand the fundamental behaviour of a rotor, perhaps the first step should include determining the frequency of the system's critical speeds. Historically, one of the earliest procedures for critical speed calculations was developed by Julius Frith and Ernest Lamb (1901) dealing with torsional vibrations involved by brake of shaft with different inertial loads. 1 However, in the beginning of the 1870th, transverse cracks occurred in the heavy horizontal rotors of some turbosets. This scenario stimulated the research on transverse vibrations in shafts. Rankine (1869) and Laval (1889) developed the primary theory corresponding to the determination of critical speeds by modeling flexible shafts with concentrated and distributed masses. 2, 3 A benchmark one degree of free-dom model proposal for an unbalanced rotating machine dates back to 1919, when Henry Hoffman Jeffcott developed a simple jet representative model based on a uniform flexible shaft over rigid bearings at its ends. 4 The shaft mass plus the stage mass is concentrated at the shaft center. The Jeffcott rotor (named after Henry Homan Jeffcott), also known as the Gustaf de Laval rotor in Europe, is a simplified lumped parameter model. By this time 1920, the critical speeds of shafts with distributed masses were examined by Grammel. 5 In the same period a discussion of shaft stability conditioned by internal friction forces was given by Kimball and Newkirk. 6, 7 Also, the turbine expert A. Stodola made an experimental analysis dealing with the gyroscopic effect of a disc mounted on a shaft and the secondary resonance phenomena. 8 Nevertheless, the presence of disturbing forces is not restricted to unbalancing nature forces, in plain words a keyed shaft generates variable stiffness disturbing forces that excite resonance at angular velocities under the criticals. 9 During the decades of 1940's and 1950's other similar cases were pointed out by Natanzon, Bogdanoff, Green and Dick. 10 However, it was not until the next decade of 1960's when exhaustive analysis of problems relating to determination of natural vibration frequencies was developed. This analysis was given by Dimentber as a result of experiments carried out at the 'Elektrosila' Lab and the Leningrado Foundry. 11 This is a more general problem than the determination of critical speeds because the latter are special frequency values of natural vibrations, which match the shaft speed of rotation at a given operation time. The valuable contribution of his hypotheses and propositions about shaft stability, verified experimentally, can be hardly emphasized at this point. By this time another notable contribution on the field thanks to Den Hartog, a mechanical engineer at Westhinghouse company, must be mentioned. 9 Anyway, in all of these cases the shaft vibrations analyses is developed under a varying rotation speed.
During the 1980s, progress in analytical rotor modeling has been closely associated with the process of the transfer matrix calculations. On the other side, during 1980s, the rotating machinery monitoring, which was based on the signals suppield by sharp analog probes and digital keyphasors plus on-
